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Murat 2019-10-22 14:51:47 Hello Eviebodi from Turkey; I bought a Toyota RAV4 4 months ago, but I ran into a lot of problems. 1- I can't use a Bluetooth phone microphone, the sound quality is very bad. 2- I think there is a manufacturing error in the wireless charging section, the corresponding compartment is larger than it should be because the phone is sliding and not charging.
3- When dynamic radar cruise control is active, if the car in front moves to the side, and if there is another car stopped in front of it, the RAV4 is unable to detect the stopped car. jhelm33865 2019-08-18 10:44:36 I bought this car to replace my 2012 Chrysler City and country touring L - was only 13,000 - my husband wanted me to upgrade the car with more safety gadgets. April
26, 2019 - Mastered my new 2019 Rav-4 Limited - the first time using radar cruise control - while cruising and you collided with cars, which mr stopped instead of slowing down - it accelerates - Auto climate control - the pace of 87 outside - the store for 1/2 hours returning to the pace of the car inside about 130 - the auto fan stops at one or two speeds maximum and you wither
away - took the car twice to the dealership - said one adviser - just click on the fan to get more - it's a car I shouldn't have done. On the radar cruise control told me to reduce my speed .... Really. Took it a second time to the dealership - the best mechanic came in and got in the car with me - educated me, so I was told - explained his problems - told me it's a way for automatic
climate control - to work - we were in the car for 20 minutes idling and 90 outside set at 75 as usual and the fan at the same speed. Taken on a test drive - it continued braking or speed adjustment - must say no way to really test the radar - eventually told me that when driving at a higher speed and you come to stop the car - radar cruise control won't work - really! I put the
complaint with Toyota straight and was renamed - basically told me - the dealership never reported anything in the system - so just as I was never there - said to have been educated and should read the owner's manual - was really peeved because I had already done these things. so after just over 3 1/2 months - so SORRY I'm renting this car - thank goodness I didn't buy it this
time. Max 2019-08-05 16:52:09 Mine 2019 Adventures ... This is a small SUV that you can actually take off the road. Reviewers always complain about engine noise at a hard acceleration... Yes, it's noisy, but it has horsepower. I'm 5'11 and it suits me great. The new design won me, but the performance really got me. It's not a rocker, but it's fun and convenient. Brian 2019-04-18
19:45:27 My 2019 Rav4 is on Toyota getting it replaced by 2,700 miles. I noticed the smell of the pendants, so I took it in. he has that very obvious obviously Запах. Я боюсь сейчас, я не знаю, как я так повезло! !функция (f, b, e, v, n, t, s) - если (f.fbq) возврат; n - f.fbq - функция () n.callMethod ? n.callMethod.apply (n, аргументы) : n.queue.push (аргументы); если (!f._fbq)
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intriguing aspects of 2019 RAV4. Just over two decades ago, the Toyota RAV4 ignited a compact crossover craze that is simmering to date. Fitting, what will eventually be, the RAV4 will become the best-selling model in its class, as well as the hottest selling non-pickup-truck car in America. The all-new, fifth-generation model arriving for 2019 looks to maintain that sales
leadership while bringing the newfound verve to the task. It's not a boring-looking car (and when we eventually get behind the wheel, we'll find out whether it's not a boring ride, too), and it seems to be a promising option in an increasingly crowded compact crossover arena. Grab the next slide to see the most intriguing aspects of the 2019 RAV4: 1 in 8 smaller but larger the total
length is reduced by 0.2 inches compared to the last RAV4, although the wheelbase of the new model is 1.2 inches larger and it is 0.4 inches wider. In addition, Toyota has raised the height of the RAV4 by more than a nanochaim, without punishing aerodynamic efficiency. Overall, the 2019 RAV4 shorter overhangs and long, wide body push compact crossover/SUV design
language forward to bolder levels. 2 of 8 Trucked Up! Transferred from the current RAV4, the Adventure trim level adds a number of more cargo elements to the compact crossover, including larger tires and another front bumper and grille design that appears to be yanked straight from the Tacoma pickup truck. Adventure models also differentiate themselves courtesy of the
available contrasting white-colored roofs, while their interiors are dressed with orange stitching and accents. 3 out of 8 TNGA! TNGA! TNGA! The new RAV4 is based on Toyota New Global Architecture (TNGA). The component kit is also under the latest Prius, Camry and Corolla next generation. Power comes from direct and port is injected by Dynamic Force 2.5-liter in-line four
teamed with the Camry, or the latest gas-electric Toyota Hybrid System II (THS II). The final horsepower, torque, and fuel economy figures for each transmission have not yet come out, but the same Dynamic Force 2.5-liter makes a strong 203 horsepower and 184 pound-feet of torque in the Expect similar output figures for the RAV4, which comes in standard with an eight-speed
automatic transmission and front-wheel drive. 4 of the 8 Two (All-Wheel-Drive Systems) for Road The 2019 RAV4 is available with two different all-wheel-drive systems, which include the rear axis of vector torque (meaning it can distribute torque between the rear wheels, sending more power to the outer wheel while turning to help the motor through the corner). This installation,
only on limited and adventure trim levels (where it is standard), can also mechanically disable the rear wheels to reduce parasitic drag on the highway, improving fuel economy. No matter which all-wheel drive system is selected, the RAV4s so equipped will have a Toyota Multi-Terrain Select feature that has an engine and traction control settings optimized for passing snow, mud,
sand or rocks. 5 out of 8 Toyota's Hybrid Hubris promises that the RAV4 hybrid will be a more powerful transmission variant. It will also be stronger than today's RAV4 hybrid, thanks to a pair of new model electric motors (one helps the engine rotate the front wheels through a permanently variable automatic transmission, and the other powers the rear a cent), the rear of which is
said to be 30 percent more powerful than before. Compared to the rough and tumble looks of rav4 Adventure, the RAV4 has a considerably weaker knee appearance, with small tires giving it a decidedly less durable vibe. The black-colored roof of the hybrid further enhances its relatively low look. 6 of the 8 safe and sound standards in the 2019 RAV4 family TSS (Toyota Safety
Sense) 2.0. The active safety feature set includes automatic high beams, adaptive cruise control, automatic emergency braking, lane exit warning, and, new this year, a self-driving lane feature called Lane Tracing Assist. Blind zone monitoring systems, as well as front and rear traffic alert systems, are optional. 7 of Toyota's 8 Superior Interior has cleaned up the RAV4's previously
cluttered interior aesthetic by adopting a beautiful, upscale look that organizes basic climate control under a large touchscreen with volume and customized handles. A useful tray for a trinket runs almost the entire width of the dashboard; It looks like a dash pan found in a large highlander. We sat in the new RAV4 on its debut at the 2018 New York Motor Show, and it's clear to us
that Toyota has made a concerted effort to up the interior of the crossover game. 8 of Techin' 7.0-inch touchscreen running Entune 3.0 Toyota software is standard, as is Wi-Fi hotspot powered by Verizon data connection, Apple CarPlay Integration (finally!), and the hands-free Amazon Alexa voice assistant functionality (it works via a Bluetooth-paired smart device). Customers can
switch to an 8.0-inch screen with satellite radio and navigation navigation Extras. Because we live in 2018, Toyota has made the new RAV4 available to five USB ports, meaning every passenger can have a power source. The wireless charger of the qi phone is optional, as is the 800-watt JBL audio system. Nine things you may not know about the 2018 Audi RS5 Coupe
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